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Resolving the US China Trade War
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•

1950 to 1970

It’s by learning, application, creation and effective
understanding that we can resolve the intricate
complexity spanning the international trading system.
The US China Trade War is based around the
manufacturing industry. It is by far the biggest
challenge which mankind will face as the world’s
transaction weighting moves towards the Eastern
geography of Eurasia. The US China Trade War is the
major issue of the 21st century.
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7Tao is a system which is specifically built to answer
the complex question of the US China Trade War. 7Tao
was designed, tested and promoted over a 20 year
period in the UK since 1999. The 7Tao system was
created in anticipation of the growing industrial
confrontation between the giant economies of the
USA and China sitting central to world trade. Every
country in the world is affected by this trade war. All
countries are choosing sides while seeking a resolution
to this issue.

7Tao is an effective industrial combat method based
on the ancient eastern principles of warfare
intertwined with the world’s most modern
engineering and manufacturing philosophies. These
strong philosophical foundations of the past prepare
7Tao for the future. 7Tao is specifically developed to
resolve the industrial war that both superpowers, USA
and China, will face as they struggle for transactional
relevance in the global marketplace of the 21st
century.
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7Tao believes in the peaceful resolution of conflict through learning about the past and the
effects confrontational changes can impose upon the future. We promote understanding with
intricate analysis of cause and effect of both actions and reactions. 7Tao practise industrial
combat in a contained, simulated, controlled environment so international economic collateral
damage is not the measure of success. We like to call it ‘The art of fighting without fighting’.

•

7Tao remains centred at plant level. We know that Industrial Warfare can do immeasurable
damage to the global economy, marketplaces, policies, environment, supply chains, customers,
shareholders and employees. We take great care to contain the battle and provide positive
solutions to the challenge which International Industrial Warfare has bought to the world
stage. 7Tao intends to contain Industrial Warfare and study it to find a viable solution to the
most complex problem of the 21st century.

•

7Tao customers will experience a thrilling interaction as they engage in industrial combat and
discover the true nature of industrial battle methods. 7Tao Engineering believe that the best
way to fight a trade war is not to have one in the first place – it is only by studying the problem
of industrial warfare that you can find the best way to a solution – The problem is not the US
China Trade War, the challenge is international Industrial Warfare. 7Tao is the Penicillin of the
21st century, designed to overcome the difficulties that the growing US China Trade War will
bring to all continents of the world.

Train. Understand. Resolve.
Create – one project at a time
US China Trade War
Industrial Warfare

An Introduction into the complexities and global
ramifications of the US China Trade War.

Defense: 256 Strategic, Tactical and
Operational techniques.

Training, assessment and certification in transactional
Defense. Students will learn 256 industrial defense
techniques which can be combined to serve 7Tao

Attack: 256 Strategic, Tactical and
Operational Techniques.

Industrial Combat Simulation:

Completing your project

Measuring Return on Investment

Peaceful problem resolution

Training, assessment and certification in transactional
Attack Students will learn 256 industrial attack
techniques which can be combined to serve 7Tao

Defense and attack combined together to practice
industrial combat. Intense battle simulations produce
weakness and strength analysis in any part of the world

Completing your project requires the student to protect
your company, country or marketplace from the impact
of Industrial Warfare.

Return on Investment measurement as your project
undergoes completion will indicate its impact in your
area of application.

Measuring reach through your project will indicate
whether your desired solution can be exported to other
areas of the economy, business community or global
export capability.

The solution lies with the customer
•

7Tao know that every battle situation is different. Time, competitors, employees, economy, currency,
international agreements and disagreements, education, understanding and misunderstanding
combined with many other undiscovered factors all play a part in the formation of any given scenario.
In each session of training, you will understand where your strategy, tactics and operations lie in
competition against other competing industrial war fighters. 7Tao will combine the knowledge of the
customer with the multiple experiences of our Grand Masters to go into battle in situations both
known and unknown. The fight is always ferocious, the learning curve accompanying each bout steep.

•

All classes undertaken with the 7Tao program will produce a different set of results. Changing the
timing, tooling, product, competitor, team formations, ferocity of defence and attack forges the results
to produce different output every time. Even if the same formations of teams practise Industrial
Combat on a different day, the results change because of previous experiences. Grand Masters of 7Tao
know that each battle houses its own advantages and disadvantages. Recognising and preparing for
warfare at an early stage creates calculations which can channel your competitor. It’s about the
customer making calculations before going into battle. The customer must learn to know themselves
and know the enemy – understanding the situation is about preparation and numerous calculations.

•

7Tao Grand Masters will prepare the student for warfare through intense training sessions on
techniques of battle in strategic, tactical and operational levels comprising both attack and defence
formations. Grand Masters know that Industrial Combat is all about practise. The more the customer
practises, the more intense your fighting sessions will be. We pride ourselves on Industrial Combat.
We will put the customer through their paces as they face competitors who come from all over the
world to compete in our fighting arena. Which manufacturer is the best? This can only be determined
by getting into the battle and finding out. The Grand Masters of 7Tao will also be joining the fight. No,
we don’t just watch from the sidelines, we join the industrial fight – it’s fun to forge the students into
shape through intense combat – the best way to understanding is through battle experience.

•

Lucky punches - Good days - Bad days - Why didn’t I think of that? - Maybe we should have tried ? – its
your fault ... 7Tao Grand Masters have seen much and experienced more victory and defeat than can
be expected. This leaves them battle scarred and ready to teach Industrial Combat. We are still
learning every day as we come up against fighters we have never experienced before. If they come
from a different geography, culture, historical underpinnings, business, class, age, experience, mission,
motivation, targets, use rules or no rules... It all counts for us. Every time we go up against a
competitor in a team formation, the 7Tao Grand Master will never rest on his laurels. The Grand
Master knows that every blow counts and can come from any direction.

7Tao Dojo

•

Our Dojo is equipped with the highest level of equipment. We possess tooling to cover
Agriculture, Manufacturing and Services companies. With Grand Masters who specialise in
specific areas of industrial war, you will be forged in the heat of combat from the first day of
training. 7Tao is a ferocious battle system steeped in learning curves which cover every
direction, measure every impact and calculate every scenario. 7Tao know that all situations
can never be the same when diving into the arena of Industrial Warfare.

•

We do this by studying the 7 Senses of the business. These are what we like to call the 7Tao Price, Delivery, Quality, Aftermarket, Customers, Shareholders and Employees. With 256 tools
structuring defence and 256 tools structuring attack, a total of 512 tools can be selected to
support your 7Tao transaction. When combined with the 7Tao, infinite combinations of
defence and attack are produced and mastered through practise of industrial warfare. The
more you practise 7Tao, the better you get at understanding Industrial Warfare.

•

We believe that by mastering Industrial Warfare, we can truly understand the nature of the
US China Trade War and begin our journey to resolve this international conflict. Once 7Tao is
practised and understood, we will begin to form a new set of rules which are geared towards
reaching a level playing field in the 21st century for every country in the world. Guided by the
world class British Education System and a strong British Industrial input spanning two
centuries of Industrial Revolutions, 7Tao believe we possess the most effective solution to the
challenge of the US China trade war.

•

7Tao are a British company operating under equal opportunities policy. 7Tao will engage with
students from all countries. (Special consideration is awarded to countries undertaking trade
deals with the UK)
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Manuals.
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Lectures.
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Industrial Combat simulation.
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Industrial combat sessions.
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Sparring against international competitors.
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International Auditing.
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International British Education Standards.
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Erudite learning environments.
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Project Designs.
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Information, advice and guidance.
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Consulting.
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Up to PhD Level Certification.

Contact us
www.7tao.co.uk

